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Mines and large industrial sites are of big importance to local communities and cities. They supply a shared identity and make them feel proud. The closing of a mine or industry has usually big impact on the vitality of the city and the region. Not only because of the loss of employment, but also because of the disintegration of cohesion. In Europe we see a lot of examples of reuse and transformation of mines and industrial sites that make it possible to encounter the roughness of industrial installations in combination with nature, culture, business and recreation. Exiting and unexpected contrasts occur. Former workers and other people can feel and encounter the impressive structures and landscapes so that this important chapter of history can remain, especially in the hearts and minds of the people. The DNA of the place is strengthened. New functions for former mines and industrial sites stimulate and enhance new economy, new culture and a new layer to history.

After visiting the National Mine Park in Huangshi, we felt that this mine has the potential to become a unique cultural experience and that it can play an important role in preserving the mining identity. To give a quick insight in possibilities for the Huangshi mine we made this inspiration book. We start with six examples of reused mining areas in Europe. In the second part we show possible functions that can be implemented in de mining landscape.
Examples of transformed mines and industrial sites.
Emscher Park Duisburg, Germany
sport, leisure, cultural activities, landscape park
(e.g. summer outdoor cinema, mountain bike races, art exhibitions)
Eden, Cornwall, Great Britain
education and recreation
Ferropolis, Dessau, Germany
museum, exhibition, event location, leisure
KWB Wijchmaal, Genk, Belgium

Cultural events, cinema, leisure
St. Pietersberg, Maastricht, The Netherlands

sport, ecological development, leisure
Zeche Zollverein, Essen, Germany

Cultural events, leisure, sport, exhibition
Examples possible functions
Open air theater
Studios for craftsman

Dancing elderly
Adventure
Art gallery

Mine working experience
Market

Mountain biking in mine
Amusement park

Urban sports